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Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Sockmonkey

So, my very very very very very very very very *deep breath* very very VERY first time modding
something.

Guided step by step by the wifey, (lovablechevy,) I'm attempting the NDS to GBA mod. I know
there is a bunch of these flying around right now, but i think as a learning project its a good
place to start. Here's what I've been doing today:

Image

We bought two broken DS phat consoles from ebay...

Image

Guess which one is mine?!

Image

Stripping her out...

Image

When I got inside, I got a surprise...

Image

At some point, soda had been spilled on the console...

Image

Stick gross yuk!

Image

As I got further into the casing, I could see just how bad the spillage had been.

Image

It was getting increasingly difficult to pry the pieces out without damaging them. It was seriously
like glue...

Image

Finally, with a lot gentle persuasion, managed to get the screen free. The soda around the
screen edges had literally glued it to the case.

Image
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Finally, got her cleared out, and cleaned up. A good scrub with soapy warm water and an old
toothbrush!
Then dremeled off the hinge and flattened her out. Did some magic cuts to the inside of the case
to allow for two front facing speakers too.

Image

lovablechevy has been walking me through this step by step, showing me, then letting me do.

She's been working on the blue console. Look who got their speaker hole templates wrong 

Image

Finally for today, used some recycled ABS plastic mix to fill in the cuts and changes, ready for
sanding down and continuing later this week! 

Very excited to be trying this, i've always been fascinated with the mrs' work, so this is super

cool to me!  I'll update this primary post as I learn more.

‐Sock

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by lovablechevy

i gotta say, she's doing an excellent job so far!

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by fibbef

Good job so far, Sockmonkey! Welcome to the wonderful world of modding!  I can show you
the world... *Ahem*
Thanks for pointing out the speaker holes. I wouldn't have noticed if you hadn't said anything.

Way to go, lovablechevy! 

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Tibia Mulder

I still like the "messed up" speaker holes better. 

Looking good, Sock!

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Bacteria

Excellent to have a new modding working on a project. You are very lucky in having a tutor living
with you that you can learn all you need to know from. Lucky indeed.

Posted: Sun Jul 13, 2014 10:55 pm
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Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Sockmonkey

I honestly don't think i'd have ever tried it on my own. I have sat and watched chevy work for
hours both face to face, and over skype when i had to go back to the uk last year. It really does
fascinate me, but i always thought it would be well over my learning level... It's not so hard

when you've got an excellent teacher right next to you  I am really enjoying it 

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by lovablechevy

i've been hoping for a long time she'd let me teach her.  i'm really excited she's finally agreed!
i always knew she could do it! 

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Sockmonkey

Day 2 of learning!

Image

Getting ready to sand! Sexy and i know it!

Image

It honestly never occurred to me how much hard work this would be!

Image

All sanded down and gone. Bye bye silver paint!

Image

Will need to reapply a small amount of abs to fill in some bits that were not quite dry yet.

Image

Getting the silver off down to the white gave me the perfect idea for my colour scheme!

Image

Exhausted! and thanks to a disability in my left arm, thats all i can do today, the back will have
to wait until tomorrow.

‐Sock

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Sockmonkey

Well, said i'd wait till tomorrow, but in part because i managed to pop my bad shoulder back

some, and in part because i'm enjoying this a little more than i let on / thought i would  I
figured I'd just sit and gently sand the back down whilst watching tv a couple of hours. 

Posted: Mon Jul 14, 2014 2:02 pm

Posted: Mon Jul 14, 2014 2:28 pm
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Image

Time to start sanding the back down....

Image

This is an hour and half, maybe two hours of just steady sanding. I could have done it much
faster, but I have severe grip and strength disabilities in my left arm (thanks to a long term un‐
diagnosed partial dislocation). So I figured slow and steady would win the race, and I got there in
the end. Covered battery and slot 2 embossed areas with electrical tape to protect them from
my less than finessed sanding technique haha!

Image

I began filling the DS cart slot in last go round with recycled ABS. I've found if you let it sit in air
for just a min or two, it begins to go off pretty quick. So i did this with a lump, and then (whilst
wearing gloves,) gently molded it into place with my finger tips. I'm hoping this will be a quicker
method than building it up bit by bit, though I still need to add some more ABS filler this go
round.

Image

Second coat of ABS filler to touch up some areas, shouldn't need anywhere near as much sanding
tomorrow. I think I have the cart slot good and filled, but i wont know till i can sand it over
tomorrow. I cant get a picture until it's gone off some more and is more stable.

Image

All ready for tomorrow! Hopefully, if all goes to plan, i'll be able to get primer on them
tomorrow evening.

Re: Sock Monkey Learns DS Mod...
by Tibia Mulder

For rough sanding, before painting, it is usually possible to use your non‐dominant hand. I've also
taped the object I was standing to a larger board so I could just set it in my lap and sand one‐
handed. Eventually, I had to move it and retape it, but it does take the strain off.
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